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Biography
Andrew Polanski is a 24 year old internet marketing expert and entrepreneur currently living in Phoenix,
Arizona.
As the owner of Top Speed Marketing, Andrew helps small businesses get more customers from the Internet
using targeted online lead generation strategies.
Past Achievements...
* Created a successful internet marketing agency, Top Speed Marketing. Top Speed Marketing helps
businesses market themselves on the internet, as well as building search engine optimized websites.
* Created and sold an information product that generated more than $250,000 in sales in 1 year.
* Partnered with business owners to generate leads and sales for them. We've generated more than $5 million
dollars for some clients.

Availability
Moderator, Panelist, Workshop, Host/MC, Corporate Training

Industry Expertise
Internet, Media - Online

Areas of Expertise
Web Design, Search Engine Optimization, Local Search

Education
Glendale Community College
Business
Mountain Ridge High School

Testimonials
Randy Shaw
Just wanted to thank you for the work you did. We are extremely pleased with the results. Not only were you
very astute about current trends and search engine optimization, but also you explained everything in terms we
could understand. We found you were very detailed oriented, easy to communicate with, and expedited our
changes quickly.
Mariana D
Interesting! A 1st hand account on utilizing the web-that can work. Got me thinking!
Pamela Tucker
This was a very exciting opportunity to learn first hand the strategy that can be used and duplicated in other
geographical areas to make huge amounts of money. Opportunities like this don't come along that often and this
is one I definitely plan to take advantage of.
Andrew did an excellent job of explaining his method. There was no hype. He's not trying to sell an expensive
program. He's just telling what he did and what worked for him. And that's the kind of person I want to listen to
if I'm going to follow their strategy.
I'm very happy to have the "inside" scoop on all of this and be at the ground floor of what Andrew calls an
untapped market.
Thanks to you Andrew for sharing the secrets of your success!
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